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CHAPTER 1

PRE—COLONIAL UGANDA

It .used, to "be quite fashionable to "explain" the highly centralized states
in

_ sub—Saharan Africa as the result of "Hamitic" or "Nilo—Hamitic" influences in

"Negro Africa", Not coincidcntally, the hamites were first, and foremost iden¬
tified as tall, ligfrt-ekinned caucasoids with aquiline features. Por the impe*
ï&alist scholars, they were the Anglo—Saxons of Africa, Pro-colonial African

history used to begin and end with them.

The Hamitic hypothesis, with the decline of the old imperial powers, has by
and large been discarded# Today, however, we are confronted with revisionist
scholars wh.o, at the maximum, find virtue ingrained in the "Bantu tribes" —

in Uganda, the Bagandaj at the minimum, at the core*" of1 their analysis lies a

characterization of the peoples of Africa into the Nilotic, the Hamitic and the
Bantu, Both these hypothesis share between them the "inarticulate major promise"
that the history, of a p-çqple can beat be explained by their racial origins.
When it comes to the explanation of pro—colonial African history, ethnology still
reigns supreme, whether in the service of imperialism or nationalism.

Human history, however, is a product of human labor, the medium of interac¬
tion between man and his environment. Through his labor, man appropriates and
humanizes nature, in the process transforming himself, making his own nature.
As men labor, they make history. To understand history, then, wo need to look
at man, not as a racial being, but.as a productive being who"finds himself in a

particular environment. The development of a people begins with their appropria—
! *

tion of nature and with the social relations they forge in the process of sus¬

taining and reproducing themselves, t

An analysis -of tho historical development of pre—colonial social formations
in Uganda is, however, beyond the scope of this essay. Our purpose.as father
limited: to delineate the essential features at the dawn of colonialism, the
latter half of nineteenth century.
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Social development in pre—colonial Uganda was essentially -uneven® Were it

possible to turn our eyes to that period, we would find Social formations cha¬
racterized by the feudal mode of production, those emboding the communal mode of
production and yet others in transition. Neither the level nor the character of

social development was simply or even primarily the result of the internal develop
ment of these formations: both were conditioned the most severely by external fac

tors, particularly the slave trade.
* • iv

I• The Slave Trade:

Although existing from the earliest of times, the oversea slave trade on the
East African coast never formed a significant part of the, Indian Ocean trade
until the establishment of sugar and tobacco plantations by the French on the
islands of Mauritius and Beorfcca. The fact was that prior to that event, but
for the solitary and historically insignificant example of Southern Iraq, in the

1
ninth century, nowhere in the east were there the enormous labor-absorbing,
plantations or mines as were established in the Americas after the crossing of

the Atlantic. In the Arabias, India and China, so far a» Qaiotin<| records t»l'l,
slaves were items of conspicuous consumption by the royalty and an allied feudal
or bureaucratic ruling class: rarely do they partake in the social process of

production# , • • , ■

Cïi the East African coast, the' slave trade reached its climax in 1840, the
year the Sultan of Oman transferred his capital from Muscat to tho dependency of

Zanzibar. He proceàdad to establish clove plantations, and. thereby rec.organize
the island economy. The object was to once again capture the Indian Ocean trade
by recasting it as a trade primarily in cloves. By 1870, it has been estimated,,
anywhere from 40 to 60,000 slaves were being exported .annually fr.ora the East '

1. These ninth century date plantations in Southern Iraq, premised on slave
labor, were devestated in.the aftermath of the Zanj rebellion. I am indebted
to Abdul Sheriff of the "University of Dar es Salaam for this information.
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African mainland»^ Furthermore, for every slave that reached the coast, at
least two others died on the way»

The acceleration of the slavo trade did not just lead to the decline of all
other kinds of tradej it meant that the very foundation of social production
was threatened» In an econony with a low level of technology and plentiful land
the slave trade meant the export of the most critical force of production:
human labor. The corresponding decline in production was particularly marked

among the productive strata. The slave trade concentrated on the export of able

bodies, ignoring the very young, the very old and the disabled^ While the total
production diminished^ its proportion of productive.members declined even furthe
the proportion of those dependent was thus increased in relation to the total

population» Where the slavo trade undermined both social and productive organi¬

zation, periodic climatic adversity — of serious consequence, to any society with
low level of productive forces — brought certain catastrophe: famine, and fol¬
lowing it, epidemic. The consequence was to intensify the process of depopu¬
lation, Social production beaame further subservient to the constraints of the

ecological environment» ,

1» The upper figure of 60,000 comes from Harris (p, 48) and has hitherto been
the most widely accepted» The lower estimate of 40,000 comes from Abdul Sheriff

and is probably more accurate» Reasoning that slave trade figures were
grossly exaggerated by Livingstone and the British navy as part of the ideo¬

logy of colonialism in the -latter half of the nineteenth century, and that these
have formed the basis of the estimates used in such recent works as Ogot and
Kieran, ed», Zamanj and' Alpers, The East African Slave Trade, Sheriff in hir-
thesis argues as follows® "*

1» Between 18OO and 1025 most imperially—based reports were exagge rated» It i
for more likely that a total of 3,000 to 3,500 were passing through the East
African ports annually,»

2» That due to the increased demand from the Zanzibar, .plantations the annual
export rose to around ^3,000 per year in the 1840's» 4

3» That in the l860*s and 1870*s the picture has again been grossly exaggerated
It has been assumed that:roughly 180,000 slaves started out for the coast
every year and that 60,000 reached there alive» From records of customs
Sheriff estimated that over the years 1862 to 1866, between 17,000 to 22,000
slaves wore being exported from Kilwa every year and rather less than h,alf
were sold and the remaining half sent to Pemba, Mombasa and Lamu, Thus, a
total of 37,000 to 42,000 vjere exported each year» See A» M, H» Sheriff,
The Rise of a Commercial Empire;' An Aspect of the Economic History of Zan¬
zibar. 1770-1873» Ph •D», London, 1971»
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II» Communal Mode of Production sud Formations in Transition»

The part of Uganda to suffer the most from the slave trade was the north»
Not only was the north the plundering ground for the slave—capturing parties that
descended from the centralized kingdoms of the south, exporting their human cap¬

tives to the East African coast; slave raiders also entered from the Southern
Sudan as late as the second half of the nineteenth century» Here, population .

v;as ocar00, productive technology extremely low and the ecological environment
rather harsh» With an irregular supply of water, long winter draughts were
common• In response to historical and ecological factors, two systems of pro¬
duction evofved: simple Warding and shifting agriculture» Both shared one cha¬
racteristic: regular movement was a necessary aspect of production»

Among the pastoral peoples (like the Karamojong of the north—est) herds had
to he moved far and away in search of grass and water, putting a definite limit

1
on the possibility of settled life» Others, like the agricultural Acholi and
Langi, sought to adapt to the rapid deterioration of the soil by evolving a va¬

riety of shifting cultivation» lis the productivity of the fields was exhausted
in a few years, they were left ot the slow and regenerative influence of grass

2 •
and hush. Cultivation then shifted to new lands» '

Regular movement in search of land, water or grass had important effects on

social organization» Constant migration led to the dispersal of families» The

result was the decentralized,'''segmental" social .unit* Among the pastoral peo¬

ples who moved the most often, the family^ assumed primary importance, even over

the clan» The comparatively more settled life among the agricultural 'peoples led
to the formation of relatively large social units» But even here, given that

1» Although they practiced pastoral life and seasonal hoc-cultivation side*
side, the emphasis was on seasonal agriculture»

2» Por shifting cultivating to be feasible over the long run, it was necessary
that the population be small and. the land relatively plentiful» With the
rise in population and in the altsence of higher productive technology, pro¬
duction would inevitably fall below the subsistence needs of' the population»

3» We are here referring to the family as it was organized thon: not the nuclear
family but the large extended, family»
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a family must move once every few years, social solidarity could extend to only
a small group» In the continual movement and search.for food,, customs became
specialized and dialects became proliferated; in time, each "tribe" became dif¬
ferentiated from another» This pattern was most pronounced among the peoples
who practiced shifting cultivation» In this, the.northern peoples of Uganda were

characteristic of the peoples of East Africa, where the "tribes" , are numerically
smaller than in West Africa». In contrast, the south, with its more favorable

climate, irs relative isolation from the slave trade, a higher density of popula¬
tion and a settled agricultural mode of cultivation, resembled the peoples of
West Africa in the social or anization it evolved»

The relations of production in the communal mode of production were coopera¬

tive, not antagonistic» Appropriation did not yet have a dual character: it
was confined to the appropriation of nature in the course of production; there
was an absence of social appropriation» Given the low level of development of

productive forces, the social surplus was but small» Its use was controlled by
the individual productive unit, the family. This was a poor and a fundamentally
egalitarian society» The material distinction between families wore of little
importance» The surplus produce took the form of a gift, the giving and receiving
of which was emphasized and specified by tradition» Although ultimately used for
individual consumption, the use of the surplus in the form of a gift had an im¬
portant social consequence» It enhanced social solidarity»

Minimal social sohesion was assured by rites and aituals and rules of social

obligation-and materially cemented by the institution of gift-giving» The pro¬

duction unit, the family, and the social unit, the clan, were the focus of re¬
ligious practice» Religious reverence was directed at the family and the clan ao

social institutions and at clan ancestors»

Mutual help, obligation to the groupthe importance of the family and the

clan, all these values were highly emphasized» The most complex regulations de¬
veloped with regard to land, for though land was not a transferable commodity, it
was a use-value» For shifting cultivation to survive ove the long run, it was

,'i
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necessary that proper uso bo ado of the land. The regulations thus emphasized,
t

-not the concept of land as private property, but that of social responsibility
to the use of land.

The little division of labor?that existed took place within the unit of pro—
1

duction, the family. Among the pastoral peoples, whatever cultivation was pos¬

sible became the responsibility of women and old men, the only permanent occupants
of the main settlements. Ablebodicd men took care of the grazing and protection

Qf hords. Among the agriculturalists, it was the duty of men to do the heavy
work of clearing the new lands. They were responsible for the care of hords
and the making of cloth from bark— or leaves. Young men defended the tribe and

>*

xjomen were responsible for the actual growing of crops.

The most important political and social distinctions were along generational
linos. Each generation accedod to power as it became olden» Power was exorcized

by a council of ciders. The relation between elders and non—elders was a status

relation, not a class relation. The elders as a social group did not appropriate
the labor of non—elders. Membership in the council of elders did not give one

priviliged access in the social surplus, only priviliged status in society. Si¬
milarly, where a chief existed, he was democratically elected and removed. His
position, an expression of tho solidarity of the tribe', was never horiditory.

Tribal societies —.jshat is, those social formations characterized by the
comunal mode of production — were not static. Contrary to popular belief^
their destruction and transformation into class societies did not await the ex¬

ternal impact -of .colonialism.

1. By the "pastoral" peoples we mean those who practiced, first, pastoralisn,
and secondarily, shifting cultivation. This is in contradistinction to tho
"agricultural" peoples whose production was based primarily on shifting culti¬
vation, with pastoralism as an adjunct.
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Tho germ of this transformation could already be found withinî theã<è social
formations# In fact, at the time of colonialism, only those formations.located
areas, forcibly cut off from the general stream of life by historical factors
such as invasion from moro powerful neighbours that compelled them to seek the

refuge of isolation, could be said to strictly conform to our description of the
communal mode of production# Examples of these were the Bwambwa on the western

slopes of the Ruwcnzori mountains and the Bagisu on the eastern slopes of the

Elgon mountains# The rest were formations in transition#

The critical factor that led to this process was increased contact with iteigh—

boring peoples leading to regular and systematic raids for the capture of cattle,
treasure or slaves# Ramakrishan Mukherjèe has described the process in its his¬
torical detail for the many peoples of Uganda# . The transitional characteristics
of these formations can be understood; at three IcrvoïsS

1# The growth of centralized authority as the harbinger of state power#

Among some of the peoples, the customary election of chiefs was giving
way to heriditory succession# The selection of the chief from "royal"

lineages undermined the total authority of the clans# At the same

time, customary tribute was being granted the chief in return for

leading people in war#

2# The regularization of war and preparation for war leading to the su—

percession of clan organization by the development of age—classes#
In place of the total authority of the^clan it were the age—classes
that now upheld political and military power#

3# The emphasis on tho territorial organization of society at the expanse

of clan organization# A chtefdom consisted of one or more villages#
The emphasis on village organization was the result of the fact war
and defense were now the prime concern of society#

The most advanced examples of those formations — what Mukhorjce characterized as

"military democracies" — wore Acholi and Lango:

"Military, because war and defense wore now one of the prime concern
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of -the peoplej an democracy, for tho structure of tribal democracy still per¬

sisted, although it was now perverted in order to justify the forcible robbery
of wealth»"

These military democracies were in fact at a stage transitional between
tribal and state organization»

III» Tho Feudal Mode of Production

lhe south vjas a different ecological zone» Fertile soil and regular water

supply meant that the same amount of labour in the south gave rise to a larger

surplus than in the north» The security of agriculture made possible an ordered
and settled life, with important conséquences for cultural development» A higher
level of development of productive forces made possible a relatively large sur¬

plus giving rise to both -a more complex division of labour and a class division
, between those who produced the surplus and those who appropriated a .large part
of it»

1In sharp contrast to the north, the peoples of the south gave rise to feudal
kingdoms» These were the southern kingdoms of Buganda,Bunyoro—Kitare, Ankolc,
Toro and the kingdoms of Busogn» Here, the peasants, the cultivating mass of

1» There has been a long debate on what constituted feudalism and whether a
number of African Kingdoms — particularly Bunyoro and Buganda in Uganda —
can be characterized as feudal or not» Marc Bloeh, in the conclusion to his
study on European feudalism, specified five fundamental characteristics of
feudalism:

t■■ • .»/' ... .A...

1» The fief, usually hut not essentially land
2m The personal nature of the bond of dependence
3» The dispersal of authority -.j.^

R' 4* A specified military class
»t';? :"5» The surivial, in some form, of the idea of the state»
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Footnote continued from previous page.

Beattie, as Goodie, bases himself on Bloch, whose five characteristics he
■quotes in detail and prefers to "retain the term 'feudalism' and its as¬
sociated vocabulary for the more complex European politics to which they
were first applied (and perhaps to other such systems, like the Japanese one,
which can bo shown to resemble it in all or most of' its essential features)
and to describe the political institutions of traditional Bunyoro and of
other African Kingdoms as far as possible in their own terms".

. The point, however, is that Beattie and Goodie, just as Bloch, fail to dis¬
tinguish between the feudal mode of production and the feudal social forma¬
tion. The mode of production may be present across time and space; the
social formation itself is historically specific.

What, then, is the feudal mode of production? Here, it is much easier to
agree with Dobb who defines it as "the performance of obligatory services
and exploitationtof producer by direct politicolcgal compulsion".

Nov;, let us consider the specific characteristics of Bunyoro as Beattie has
given them to us:

1. Chiefs where individually appointed by the Mukama (King) though
"the greatest territorial chiefs, of whom, .in historical times there
were a dozen or more, enjoyed a good deal' of autonomy, governing their
areas rather like private estates".

2. The importance of the allocation of authority, and its origin in the
person of the Mukama, were emphasized by ritual.

3. Ennoblement. Traditionally the King a\;arded titles and decorations
to those he -wished particularly to distinguish.

4. The major chiefs were required to maintain houses at or near the
capital as well as the territories allotted to them, and they had
to attend the King's court constantly.

5» The King himself did not reside permanently at his capital which
itself was frequently changed in traditional times.

While in Bunyoro there was no specialized military class, in Buganda there
certainly was one.

At this point we might point out the incrediblqj that Bcattie's characte¬
rization of Bunyoro concentrates solely on the relations between the King and
the feudal lords: ho has nothing to say about the social relations of production,
the relation between the prçducers and the appropriâtors, the serfs and the lord.
The point is that Beattie has no conception of feudalism as a mode of production.
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society, wore subject to the rule of individual lords (chiefs of heads of clans,
as the case may be) who could extract from them produce and services as tribute''

• : ■ *1»
in return for security, - In these social formations, the surplus'primarily took

2
the form of feudal tribute , The lord appropriated the bulk of the surplus not

because he oxinaed the immediate producer (as under slavery), nor because he owned
the means of production (as under capitalism), but because of his political re¬
lation with the peasant: extraeconornic coercision was necessary to appropriate

the producer, "■'* ■

Despite the existence of a relatively large surplus, the object of production
was still consumption. The need for articles of utility, not the search for

profit, remained the motive behind productive 'work. Hie tribute was in kind, as

use—values, and irs primary object was consumption, not. accumulation. To be
sure, some form of accumulation did exist: food was converted into cattle and
cattle into wives,Ih TSarc ^or oxamp-Le, the King gave as a gift to those in need
cattle or women. The social position of women, in comparison to communal social
formations had deteriorated: women were as means of production, to be owned,
exchanged and distributed. The most advanced form of accumulation was that of

women, and then of cattle in that order. This was still, however, accumulation
in the short run,'- The run comprised the lifespan of cattle and women. It was

the consumption needs of the lord and his entourage that constituted the upper

limit on the tribute the peasant would be asked to give. To quote Marx: "Where
use—value predominates, no boundless thirst for surplus labor arises from the
nature of production".

1, Karugira, in writing of the Kingdom of Nkore, maintains that the surplus pro¬
duce the peasants gave the chiefs and the chiefs shared with the King should
be called "presents", not "tribute". Only a paragraph later, however, he
statoà that "the chief needed the protection of the Mugabe (King) and he too
had to keep this link alive by giving occasional presents,««"• -And further:
"If the chief stopped giving those gifts or. attending at court for a lengthy
period, it was usually assumed that he had 'rebelled* and, in such a case, he
lost his position and often his property at the orders of the Mugabe", Would
it not be more accurate and loss misleading to term a "gift" — the giving of
which is regular, mandatory, and certainly not mutual — "tribute"?

2, "The specific economic form in which unpaid surplus labor is pumped out of the
direct producer determines the relation of the rulers and the: ruled, as it
grows immediately out of production itself and reacts upon it as a determining
element", — Karl Marx,
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The peasant-.producer controlled his own production plan and the productive

process. To paraphrase Professor Takahashi, whereas under capitalism, means of
production are separated from the producer and productivity develops em ff
were the productivity of capital, under feudalism, the means of production are

combined with the producer and productivity develops as the productivity of the

direct producer himself. But, as we have already seen, the purpose of production
was the immediate consumption of the producer, and the purpose of the lord's ap¬

propriation was also his own consumption. Furthermore, there was also a custo¬

mary, social limit on appropriation. Steonomic relations had not yet emerged do¬
minant. The relation between producers was social, a blood relation — of kin¬

ship; between the lord and the peasant it was a political and a social relation.
The political power of the ruling class was circumscribed by traditional (social)
contraints«

In a class society the development of the productive forces is necessarily a

consequence of the development of the ruling class end the further appropriation
of the producing class. A limit on the exploitation of the producer wee also a

limit on the development of the productive forces; in other words, a limit on
• -H.i

the overall development of the econorry. Thus, social relations put a constraint
on the advancement of the productive forces.

r

The division of labot within these kingdoms went beyond sexual and genera—
. - _ ' : . . .. , 1

tional lines. The growing of crops was the duty of peasant, women and slave.
The agricultural tacks of peasant men were confined to the clearing of land

(usually once in a lifetime); apart from that, however, thqy also made cloth
from bark and leaves, pounded grain, and built rather substantial homes. The
lord laid claim not only their produce (cloth, food and beer) but also to their
services (recruitment of labor for building or repairing the King's, residences,
constructing roads, and staffing the army and the. navy).

1. The slaves (both male and female) formed part of the tribute from a vassal to
a dominant state. The freedom of peasant women was also heavily circumscribed.
Except for princesses, women "were not free to move about without the consent
of their husbands or masters, and in the capital every women and girl had
some guardian from whom she had to obtain an escort when she wished to visit
a friend or relation".
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The agricultural surplus and the expanding* trade in the eighteenth and nine¬
teenth .centuries led to the formation of a group of specialized artisans patro—

Ï . TV.

nized by the lord or the King» By the nineteenth century, there had even begun
to develop a degree of regional specialization» The Tbro Kingdom hod a good
supply of copper and the Bataro specialized in copper working» The Basoga built
and supplied the canoes for transport on Lake Victoria#' The Banyoro, making.use
of their own and northern Ocholi iron deposits, had developed a group of smiths,

manufacturing and exporting spear-blades■and hoc—blades» They were also the major

suppliers of salt and their pottery was famed and in constant demand throughout
the region» In Buganda, the great chiefs had in their service carpenters who
could make doors and bedsteads on the Arab pattern, potters who could make cups

and waterjugs after those of Zanaibar and smiths capable of repairing the in¬
creasing number of firearms the Kabaka (King) of Buganda now imported#

Although the basic unit of consumption and production in these kingdoms was

still the family, and although most social production still took place primarily
on peasant farms and for use, the economy was no longer of a subsistence type»
A degree of steady trade had existed for centuries# We may underline two basic
characteristics of this trade# First, whether between town and country in the
same region, or between states in different climatic regions, or between the in¬
terior and the city states on the East African coast, this trade was always
complementary» never competitive# The limits of the internal trade, within a

region, were the limits of the division of labor: thus, direct exchange took placo
between the artisans and the agriculturalists in Buganda, or between the pastoral
Hima (producing milk, meat, butter, hides and skins) and the agricultural Iru
(who were also semi—specialized artisans producing spears, arrows, hoes, milk-
pots, etc#)?' on the other hand, the inter—regional trade was primarily a trade
between different ecological regions which specialized in the production of spe¬

cific use—values, for example, the dried fish from the main lakes and rivers,
salt from the shores of Lake Albert and Lake Katwe, spear-blades and hoe—blades,
of Bunyoro and the bark—cloth of Buganda#
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Another characteristic of this trado should also be noted: this xvas a trade

in surpluses» Unlike what would be the case in the colonial period, trade did
not dominate and dictate production» "The object of production was still the
satisfaction of internal consumption needs»

The trade with the coastal cities grew to substantial proportions in the first
half of the nineteenth century» The material basis of this expansion x?as the
dramatic increase in the demand for ivory» Whereas upto 1820, the main demand
had come from India, after that period there was ,a rapid growth in the demand
from Europe and the U» S. A» As a result, the price of ivory increased three—
fold within sixty years»

While the short distance trade between town and country involved an exchange
of agricultural, pastoral and manufactured products, the long distance trade —

because the only means of transport available was the human head — was confined

to non—agricultural, non-bulky, valuable commodities like ivory (beccnuse it
could survive the heavy cost of transportation to the coast) and slaves (because
they transported themselves)» In return, from the Arab traders on the coast,
the African traders in the interior imported, with the notable exception of arris

(to be discussed later), articles of luxury consumption like porcelain products,
cloth and metal washbasins»

XV» Two Feudal Social Formations: Buganda and Bunyoro

At different moments in its history,' the southern region of Uganda developed
two dominant kingdoms: Buganda and Bunyoro—Kitare» The earlier of these was

Bunyoro—Kitare, at the height of its power in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries» Bunyoro society was divided into a cattle-keeping pastoral aristo¬

cracy (the Hima) and a grain—cultivating class of agricultural serfs (the Iru).
This was not simply a division and thus a specialization of pastoral and agri¬
cultural labor, with status distinctions between the two» It was in fact a class
division where the pastoral aristocracy appropriated a large share of the surplus

produced by the agricultural serfs in the form of tribute» •
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That the jjastoral aristocracy was ethnically distinct meant that there was

no possibility of assimilating individual members from among the conquered into
the ranks of the rulers# Conquest necessarily, mearrfc the domination of all the

conquered as a group by the Hima overlords# With each new expansion the Hima

pastoralists would become a shrinking minority in relation to the ever—expanding
number of their subjects# The problem of controlling the conquered became ever

more acute#

Added to this social rigidity were technical limitations to the expansion of

Bunyoro# Despite the expansion in its size, there was little change in the ma¬

terial technology of Bunyoro# The primary weapons* were "the spear and the shield,
simple to use and easy to manufacture# Since it was difficult for the ruler to

monopolize the means of force and since it was possible for any individual to
learn their use, the longevity of rule depended on maintaining a sufficiently
large retinue of followers# The existence of a «mall surplus also made it more

difficult to maintain a large number of followers and thereby assure the security

of the ruler# Th® consequence was that any serious misrule — an attempt to expand
the surplus at the disposal of the royalty through intensified appropriation of

the agricultural producers — was likely to lead to revolt under the aegis of a

rival claiment to the throne# It also meant that, as the kingdom expanded, the
effective ccflbrfcrol of the ruler was likely to be weakened, making his domain
susceptible to revolts, particularly at the periphery#

Such was the fate of Bunyoro—Kitare. In the early nineteenth century, the
eldest «on of Mukama (King) Kyebambe III, "tiring of his father's longevity
carved out for himself the independent kingdom of Toro to.the east of the Ruwon—
zori mountains"# Bunyoro##Kitare also became the target of border attacks from
its neighboring power — Buganda — entering its expansionist phase in the nine¬
teenth century#

The secret of Buganda's success, and Bunyoro's downfall, lay in its less
rigid social structure# While the majority of the common people in Bunyoro were

serfs, distinguishable from the ruling class by occupation and ethnicity (iru
«

agriculturalists vs# Hima pastoralists), the common people of Baganda, though
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also serfs, were as Baganda as the chiefs» Neither did the Baganda lords claim
to be an aristocracy of blood» Roscoe called the common people of Buganda
"freemen"» The social distinction among the Banyoro- vieic between those born

high and the rest born low; in Buganda between those rich, and the others poor»

Bunyoro was a caste society; Buganda a class society»

The implications for the' social development of Buganda were enormous» Since
the existing hierarchy of lords was not an aristocracy of. birth, it was possible
for the king to recruit individuals of peasant origin to create a separate but

parallel political hierarchy as an alternate base of power» Beginning in the

eighteenth century , three distinguishable processes emerged» First, the Kabaka,
in order to counter the power of regional and hereditory bataka (clan) chiefs

began creating an alternate hierarchy of territorial but appointed bakungu chiefs»
^ie hataka chiefs were also clan heads Who exercized a monopoly over religious

authority»

As a counter to this religious monopoly, the Kabaka, second, invited-propoun—
dors of other religious systems (in mid-nineteenth century, Islam; at the end
of the nineteenth century, Christianity) to preach their faith in the Buganda
capital» By the end of the nineteenth century the Kabaka had become Ssabataka —

head of all bataka» While successfully using the Bakungu chiefs to rcduce*the

power of the bataka, the Kabaka soon found it necessary to deal with the pre¬

tensions of the overpowerful bakungu» He did this by, third, creating a standing
ariry under his personal command» Between 1Ô54 and 1884, Mutesa I — who owed his
selection as Kabaka to the most powerful bakungu chief in the land, the- Katikiro —

instituted a standing arrrçy with a permanent General (liuyasi) and with sub—chiefs
fMutongoleî pí» Batongole) as captains over troops» • Mutesa I was also res¬

ponsible for the creation 'of a navy, considerable by the standards of any pre—

mercantile society» ;

The absence of a rigid social structure with its caste distinctions between

the rulers and the ruled, and the presence of individual mobility in what was

essentially a class society, made-possible a degree of concentration of political
poii/er around the throne that was far advanced than anything in Bunyoro» Political
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centralization was butteressed by the creation of a standing army and navy at the
service of the throne* .. Central authority was further enhanced by a change in the

1
technology of warfare* In Buyanda, the Kabaka effectively controlled the awner—

ship of the guns the Arab brought to exchange against ivory* Since the Kabaka

monopolized the ivory trade, he found it easy to similarly control the importa¬
tion and control over this new means of destruction* His army was the only one

equipped with firearms*

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Buganda state was successfully
creating an infrastructural basis for a national and a mercantile economy* A
network of roads linked the countryside with the royal capital* State labor was

used for the construction and the- maintenance of these roads* The labor formed

part of the annual tax on the peasantry, and the chiefs were expected to super¬

vise this labor* Early European travellers remarked on the roads that radiated

from the capital to all corners of the Kingdom* Spoke, upon his entry into Bu¬

ganda in 1862, remarked that they were "as broad as coach—roads, cut through the
long grasses, straight over the hills and down the woods into the dells - a

strange contrast to the wretched tracts in all the adjacent countries"* In con*»,

trast, such centralized moans of communication were nowhere in evidence in Bun—

yore/ According to Roscoe, "there were not roads in Bunyoro, but only tracks
leading from one part of the country to another"*

Centralization — political and infrastructural — made possible a more efficient
collection of the social surplus from within and without the Kingdom* Within,
the throne collected four different kinds of taxes* /in obligatory tax was im¬

posed on each married man, both the amount and the instance of this tax "feeing re¬

gularized from the middle of the eighteenth century* Each married person paid,twice
a year, twenty—one pieces of bark cloth and a hundred cowry shells* An exercise

1* It is important to realize that the arrival of a higher technology of warfare —
the gun — under different social circumstances could have assisted the process
of disintergwation of the Kingdom raather than its centralization* Had Bu¬
ganda not been a centralized entity to begin with, had the chiefs had the
measure of independence from the throne that the Banyoro chiefs enjoyed, it
is quite possible that they would have effectively used the gun to counter
the centralizing policies of the throne*
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duty was imposed on all food products, cattle, goat, venison, intoxicating drinks
and manufactures such as "baskets and carpets. This duty was levied as a specific

proportion of the volume produced. On the regional trade between kingdoms, like
the exchange of salt and iron tools between Bunyoro and Buganda, a customs duty
was levied on the'borders. Finally, any peasant wishing to be exempt from the
national obligation to participate in war paid a levy to the crown.

Since the middle of the seventeenth century, military service had become a

legal compulsion for every Muganda. War and the subjection of neighboring states
to the status of tributaries became the basis of surplus collection from without.

By the end of the nineteenth century, Bugnnda was receiving a regular annual
tribute from the rulers of Ankole and the Basoga states in Uganda, and from Ka—

ragwe in north-xvest Tanganyika, .. The tribute come as cattle, as slaves, as trade

products (such as ivory), and increasingly, as cowry shells,
W

How much tribute the state collected depended in part on th^ form it took.
By the nineteenth century, collection in kind was giving way to that in cash.
Portable currency had changed from ivory discs to glass beads, and later, as the
volume of trade and with it the» circulation of currency expanded, the glass beads
were discarded because oT their limited-supply and gave way to cowry shells. The
shells were tied together,'hundred on. a string. Ten strings formed a unit and
ten such units a load. As long as the collection of surplus was primarily in

kind, there was a limit to how much surplus could be extracted from each peasant
'' family. Agricultural produce1 could be stored only over the short run} manufac¬

tured articles like the basket and the hoc also had a diminishing utility for the

collecting authority as the numbers collected increased. The collection of a

cash surplus, on the other hand, both made possible and increased the incentive
for accumulation. By the nineteenth century, the Baganda counted up to a million,
though the numbers upwards of 10,000 were only useful in counting the treasures
of the 'Kabaka.

The process'of social development in pre— colonial Buganda-was thus a.total
one. Development was neither just at the level of the economy or the polity,
but involved both in a dialectical relation with one another. The absence of
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rigid caste distinctions and the presence of class mobility had made possible
political centralization. This political centralization became the basis of' buil¬

ding an infrastructure and collecting a larger surplus, which in turn provided
the material basis for strengthening the very process of centralization. The
introduction of the gun and the political monopoly over this new technology of
destruction by the throne further enhanced the process. To understand the con¬

sequences for the people of Buganda, however, one must ask: What.class interests
did the state of Buganda represent? Who were the ruling class of Buganda and

what were their interests? In other words, what was the mode of utilization of
the surplus they controlled?

The new forms of consumption as well as the new technology of firearms gave

rise to a new social group of skilled artisans. By the 1880's there existed in

Buganda "a class of highly skilled professional craftsmen". This group worked in
the service of those who had cultivated the ne* forms of consumption and who con¬

trolled the ne* technology: the Kábaka and his grsat Bakungu chiefs. At the
same time, this same King and his chiefs were undergoing a major qualitative
transformation. The trade with the Arabs was the monopoly of the King, one in
which his chiefs shared — legally or illegally. This trade had assumed major

proportions by the end of the nineteenth century. A feudal ruling class, in res¬

ponse to changed objective circumstances, was becomi-Bjg" transformed into a mer-
1

contile ruling class.

This same trend could "be observed in other kingdoms of the south. In Ankole,
while the artisan class was confined to iron-wòrlcing, carpentary, basketry and
pottery, and while socially it remained a part of the depressed Bairu, these same
social distinctions were undergoing a major transformation, ils Kartgire has con¬

vincingly shown, before the arrival of the British there were emerging new social
and economic distinctions among thé people of Ankile. The pastoral Hima aris¬

tocracy was gradually becoming divided into those poor and others rich. Prom
the ranks of the agricultural Iru commoners, a number of individuals were emerging
as "free" men for having rendered special service to the king. Among the Banyoro,

1. This same tendency could be observed in Ankole. The long distance salt
trade there was known as the "King's trade".
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the Hima were being introduced to a vegetable diet and the Bairu allowed to oxm

productive eows. These were tendencies that were undermining the caste society
and ushering in a class society.

In Bugánda, as we have seen, the same tendencies were much further advanced.
They were, however, the precursors of further — and important — political and
economic changes within the country. Already, on the basis of a steadily expan¬

ding surplus, there was growing; a non—agricultural, urban culture in Buganda.
In 1902, the capital of Buganda — Mengo — was said to have a population of
77»000. The dominant social groups in such urban centers — the artisans and, the
traders - had since the seventeenth century adopted new forms of consumption:
leather sandals, plates, cups and saucers, glass, cloth. Initially imported and
confined to a tiny group of the privileged, these tastes gradually spread across

larger segments of the population. Gradually, now forms of production were in¬

troduced, particularly in Buganda, to satisfy these new tastes. By the nineteenth
century, the Baganda artisans manufactured sandals, bark cloth, soap and pottery.
Even' though looking through the eyes of a colonist, Lugard, when he first came

1
to Uganda, could not help remarking on "the great progress of civilization".

"I. Similarly, Harry Johnston, his vocabularly liberally sprinkled with the pa¬
ternalism of a colonist, wrote the Colonial Office in 19OU
"... there is no race like them (the Baganda) amongst the Negro tribes of
Africa. They are the Japanese of the Dark Continent, the most naturally ci¬
vilized, charming, kindly, tactful and courteous of black peoples. I can
well understand and sympathise with the enthusiasm their missionary friends
display when they describe them in Roman Catholic and Anglican publication
dealing with missionary work"#
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among these people. For Uganda,rthe nineteenth centure was the dawn of a new

civilizations a mercantile civilization.^
• ' ■ — '• • • •»' . • . -ft

But this new society was not to be. Instead, late nineteenth century «aw the
colonization of the region, a process that brought about a qualitative transfor—
mation in the nature of the regiop., While in 1890 the expanding commerce of

Buganda was controlled by a ruling class of trading feudal lords, this same class
hacL reverted to being a totally parasitical semi-feudal landed.class, living of
rent and chiefly salaries. Outside of Buganda,. in Ankole, while in 189O society
was undergoing a transformation from a caste to a class structure, colonial rule
served to polarise the "traditional" socially rigid caste distinction between

the "aristocratic" Hima and the "common" Iru by appointing only Hima individuals

to public office.

While the ruling class of colonial Uganda lived in the métropole, its domi¬
nant classes resided in the urban areas. In 1890, the capital of Buganda was

Mengo, its strength J"JtOOOj a half century later, before the first major crisis
of cplonialism in 1940, the capital of Uganda was Kampala, its population down
to 40»000. Both Mengo and Kampala were trading towns, with one difference,
however. In the half century of colonial rule, the very nature of trade in the
region had changed: Kampala in 1940 was a cotton .town. . The change in the nature
of trade coitLd also be seen in the nature of production and the productive classes.

-1. It is important that this statement be properly understood. What we- are
trying to pnderline here is the growth of merchant capital as a tendency in pre—
colonial Buganda. Certainly, the dominant form the surplus took was still that
of-feudal tribute, not merchant's profit. -.Admittedly,, the tendency towards the
growth of merchant capital has been slightly exaggerated here, but this is both
permissible and necessary for the purpose of analysis. Scientific analysis must
not only analyze a social formation as a static empirical reality — but as a
dynamic process; not only in its being, but also in its becoming.

Secondly, we are not speaking of the possibility of independent capitalist
development in Bug,anda. Given the level of social development in late nineteenth
century Buganda and the subsequent course of history in the region, to answer
the question would be both speculative and academic.
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While in 19OO» Lugard praised the "superior" skill in artis»pal work of the
Baganda and while artisans were an ascending group all over Uganda, in 1940 ar¬

tisanal skills were said to be "scare" in Buganda; in fact, artisans were from
the beginning imported from abroad* As early as 1930» Lucy Mair, the British
social scientist, noted that the inland peoples of Uganda "still export their
pots, but native woodwork is now quite obselete"* But it was not just a question
of woodwork* Take for example the hoe, the most important tool for productive
labor in the agricultural economy* Previously manufactured internally* it was

now imported. — from Britain! But what had happened to those who worked in copper,

smiths who made the hoe form iron, the makers of bnrkcloth, of pots and of backets?
Except for a few who now catered for the expanding tourist "industry" of the co¬

lony, the vast majority had reverted to land, to produce cotton, and later coffee*
The fact was that the colonially—integrated economy of Uganda had reduced all
labor to the lowest common denominator — that of unskilled labor*

In fifty years of colonial rule, the people of Buganda, the leading region
of Uganda,had baoopra ieNurbanized, their productive activity demanufacturized*
Bolcly imprinted on the productive activity of the people of Uganda were two words;

EXPORT—IMPORT* Export for the métropole and import from the métropole1

Furthermore, the ascending social groups in the colony, as we shall see,
were not those who would challenge the existing state of affairs; they were in
fact to consolidate it* Whether in agriculture, commerce or within the state

itself, they were as conveyorbelts in this colonially—integrated export—import

economy — they were its overseas and managers* The history of colonialism had
been a history of underdevelopment*

For the colonial academicians, however, this underdevelopment was a natural

trait, the way of being of a "traditional" society, or the burden of a "new"
state, a condition of adolescence* For these scholars, underdevelopment did not
need to be explained, it was their point of departure, their uncritical assumption*
The most prominent of them all, C* C* Wrigley, the "historian of Buganda",
maintained that "the main reason for the poor success of African enterprise
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appears to be a general absence of the basic commercial attributes — integrity,

assiduity1 acumen and thrift"» Visiting economists deplored "the East African's
lack of economic sense". This lack of "attributes" and "sense" however, were

modern and historical traits, not traditional and natural ones; the product of
human actions and human interests, not a curse of the demons» Secondly, both
the "sense" and the "attribute" —in their absence or presence — were rooted in

a specific social structure» Underdevelopment, in other words, is a structural,
not an attitudinal, condition» The task of colonial history today must be to
provide a concrete answer to the question: How did this structural underdevelop
ment come about?


